CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A. Conclusions

1. Based on the result of the research, it could be concluded the technique used as follows that. (a) 50% for brainstorming (b) Drill and practice was 16.7% (c) Role play was about 33.3% (d) Guessing Picture and singing words were 50% (e) telling story about 33.3 and (f) Games was 66.6%.

2. The response of the students in studying English increase. Since the teacher use the technique of games with cooperative learning method for the students. The students understand the English material quite well.

B. Suggestions

1. The teacher should encourage the students more active to find ways in encouraging students' motivation in English lesson.

2. The school should support the strategy of learning English which used by the teacher in order to make students interest to learn English in the classroom.

3. The next researcher is to make finding more about the strategy which is using in the classroom.